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The City of Marrakech 

Part 1  

  

 

Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

  

�:ي�� و!  ال ��= أ8- (# � و!  ا178%9= و و!  ا28>#& (.%) آ#ن :97- 678اآ5، آ012/.- ,+اف () !%' &%$# و!  
� آ%>I%JK L8L :#س (.F2G%) ,+اف، آ1+ی+ آ#ی.#ش &- ا78 ن ا6CDی)، ه- آ2#@? ,+اف ��,N2%7O؟ ان ا678اآ%9) 

آ#ی.= و!  U/8@= آ012/.- ,+اف . I$%JK اK ،TFS8+ی+ I$%JK اK ،N%&628+ی+ I$%JK یLRFS ا8.#س و ذاك ا98-
V.G8 W)#ج#. س7%2$# ج Zه ،L/1J%2ا8.#س أ8- آ L:LR%2ری5 &- ا8\/#ح آL\26 (# تFO8ا ��� #$%& =!#O8و!  ا V.G8 W)

 ���� آ#ی) D#%18ت جO8#%) و آL9<.%2أ8- آ%>a\` L8L ` ی7=، روای#ت � T8#دی ?R8ا T8 L&L9%ت أ8- آD#%18 ���. آ#ی) 
L/1J%2و آ#ی)، :1#ود ت#:-، ا8.#س آ .  

  
 
English translation: 

 
Y: When I visit Marrakech, I like it very much because it has a certain lifestyle and 
culture that other cities don’t have. People from Marrakech are known to be very open, 
they like laughter, they like to have fun, and they like to amuse people and things like 
that. There is a place I like very much, which is called Jami’ Lefna. Jami’ Lefna is 
basically a plaza that has this special charm about it that you can never imagine. In the 
morning, you see people there telling old stories and legends. There are ladies who can 
read your palm. You see ladies applying henna. Again, you see people having fun.  
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